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Historical Background
The purpose of this project was to explore the style of headdress worn by aristocratic women in
the 1490s in France, the earliest form of the French hood. This sort of style was also worn to
some extent in the Low Countries, in Portugal, Spain, and Italy. It spread to these other places
largely from one royal court to another, often through marriage.

In France it was called the chaperon.1 In England the term French hood was in use from at least
1501.2 It developed in part from the medieval open hood, and also probably in part from the
black velvet or silk frontlet of the 1470s onward.3

In earlier projects I have discussed how aristocratic women’s headdress in France became
more conservative during the last two decades of the 15th century. For several decades prior,
women’s headdress had possibly drawn inspiration from Persian, Mamluk, and perhaps even
Chinese styles.4 The change to conservative French styles in the 1480s coincides with the
regency of Anne of France, the child king Charles VIII’s older sister. She was known for her
sober outlook and likely wished to avoid criticism over excesses of dress.5 These conservative
styles of bonnet ultimately developed into the French hood.

An example of the wool open hood worn by townswomen through much of
the 15th century.

Vie et Miracles de Monseigneur Saint Louis, BnF MS Français 2829, 103
r. 1480-1488.

5 See Jansen, Sharon L. Anne of France: Lessons for My Daughter. Tamesis Books, 2004.

4 Jirousek, Charlotte. “More Than Oriental Splendor: European and Ottoman Headgear, 1380–1580.”
Dress, vol. 22, no. 1, 1995, pp. 22–33., doi:10.1179/036121195805298172.

3 See the Glossary entry for “Frontlet” in Illuminating Fashion, p 304.

2 Johnson, Caroline, et al. The Queen's Servants: Gentlewomen's Dress at the Accession of Henry VIII.
Fat Goose Press, 2011, p. 22.

1 Van, Buren Anne H, and Roger S. Wieck. Illuminating Fashion: Dress in the Art of Medieval France and
the Netherlands, 1325-1515. Giles, 2011. See the Glossary entry for “Turret” on page 319, particularly the
stanzas quoted from La Marche.



A turret worn with a black velvet frontlet, characteristic of
the 1470s.

Jean de Courcy, Chemin de vaillance, London, BL Royal
MS 14 E ii, fol 194, c. 1479.

The low bonnet and frontlet of the 1480s.

Martial d'Auvergne, Vigiles de Charles VII,
Paris BnF MS fr. 5054, fol 3r, 1484-1485.

The veil-like early French hood of
the 1490s.

Maître d'Antoine Rolin, Horae
(Cambrai) [Heures de Boussu]. Paris
BnF. MS 1185 réserve, 373v.
1490-1495
ark:/12148/btv1b55007801k .

https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b55007801k


Making a Pattern
It is easier to show the pattern through sketches. This is roughly to scale.

1. First I use a ruler as a compass to draw a half circle, based on the width I want of the
finished veil.

2. Then I add a couple of inches to the corners and center back, to make it sit nicely around
the head.



3. Then I add a curve to the front edge to be folded back to show the colored lining.

4. Next I add shoulder slits. The size and placement of these varies a lot in images. I prefer
mine to be quite deep.



5. I made this hood with a seam between the shoulder slits, so that I could add extra
stiffening to the front without weighing down the veil.

Here is how it looked in muslin:



The lengths and proportions can be varied as you wish. Here is one I made out of a single piece
of black taffeta, with a lining of thin red silk cut on the bias:



Le Roman de La Rose, Bodleian Library MS Douce
195 fol. 7r. 1490-1500.



Materials
Black velvet was in use for expensive women’s headdresses from at least the 1470s.6 The
majority of these hoods in images are black, and appear to be velvet, particularly in portraits.
Sometimes a lining is visible, at the fold back around the face and/or the underside of the black
veil. The lining is often in color, usually a salmon red or a deep gold in portraits, although other
colors appear in illuminations. The lining usually has a bit of a shine like satin.

Royal Wardrobe accounts of several decades later list black velvet and red satin as common
materials needed in the making up of French hoods.7

I used black velvet for the outer fabric, and dark gold silk satin for the lining. The interlining is
silk organza, and for the frontlet, silk organza and a layer of natural linen. I needed interlining
that would be lightweight and slightly stiff but would not crumple, which would disturb the veil.
Linen and satin would droop too much. Habotai would also work.

Construction
There is no machine sewing at all in any of this process.

After cutting out the fabric pieces, I interlined the satin with the silk organza. I basted organza to
the back side of both satin pieces inside the seam allowance. The satin lining of the frontlet also
got an extra layer of linen.

7 Schuessler, M. (2009). French Hoods: Development of a Sixteenth-Century Court Fashion. Medieval
Clothing and Textiles, 5, 129-160.

6 See Illuminating Fashion, p 304, entry for “Frontlet”.



Here is the satin with the organza:

And here it is with the linen added on top:

Then I basted the satin lining and velvet outer right sides together before sewing. I used basting
stitches diagonal to the edge of the fabric to prevent traveling. I did this for both the frontlet and
the veil.



I sewed them together by backstitch, leaving a few inches open in the center for turning. As I
sewed, I did allow the velvet to travel a little bit horizontally. In the veil piece, I took a little more
width of satin into the seam allowance, so that the lining would be slightly smaller than the
velvet of the finished veil. On the frontlet, I did the opposite, so the lining would have more room
to fold to the outside.



I graded the seam allowances and clipped the corners and the curves.



I turned the pieces right side out and gave them a very light press from the satin side, on an
ironing board covered with a scrap yard of velvet. Then I blindstitched the openings closed.

Then I assembled the hood by placing the veil and the frontlet together right side to right side
aligned at the centers, and sewing them together with a blind stitch, which was a little neater
than overcasting them. This was black on black on black and impossible to photograph, but you
can see the finished join from the underside here, when I marked the spacing for the bezants:





I sewed gold passementerie and bezants to the edge of the frontlet as well, about 90 in all. In
the 15th century, these accessories would have been made by professionals: the bezants by
goldsmiths, and the gold trim most likely by a combination of professions: the gold strips made
either by beating gold lamella sheets, or possibly wire-drawing and flattening by wire-drawers or
goldsmiths, and then spun and woven to trim by silkwomen.8 Another possibility was Venice
gold, trim made from threads of gilt vellum cut into strips and wound around a silk core.9

All of this is outside the scope of my project here so I chose trims which most closely matched
period images.

Master of the Figdor Deposition, The
Martyrdom of Saint Lucy. c 1505-1510.
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.

9https://www.ginabsilkworks.co.uk/ginabshop/index.php/learning/resource2/566-metallic-threads-a-backgr
ound-to-their-use-in-textile-work

8 https://karenfinchtextiles.com/the-history-and-the-techniques-of-the-spinning-of-gold-thread/

https://www.ginabsilkworks.co.uk/ginabshop/index.php/learning/resource2/566-metallic-threads-a-background-to-their-use-in-textile-work
https://www.ginabsilkworks.co.uk/ginabshop/index.php/learning/resource2/566-metallic-threads-a-background-to-their-use-in-textile-work
https://karenfinchtextiles.com/the-history-and-the-techniques-of-the-spinning-of-gold-thread/


Jacob Claesz van Utrecht, Triptych with the
Descent from the Cross. c 1513. Bode Museum,
Berlin

Gerard David, The Marriage at Cana. c 1500, Louvre.

Jean Perréal, Portrait of an Unknown Woman, c 1500.
Louvre. Note that the colored lining can be seen at her
shoulder.



To Wear
The hair should be braided and taped.
Coifs of the time seem to have been somewhat hood-shaped, and either nets made of gold
cords, embroidered linen, or possibly red satin. I have a gold coif that I had made previously, by
handsewing strips of gold trim into a net over a block. But I also like to anchor the hood by
pinning it to a black velvet fillet. Similar fillets, sometimes woven, were in use from the 1460s at
least. The velvet is very practical and provides enough friction to stay on the head.

The coif can be carefully pinned on to the fillet. Then the hood can be pinned on top, with the
pins hidden under the fold.

Jean Perréal (designer), Michel Colombe
(sculptor), Effigy of Margaret of Foix, Duchess
of Brittany (d. 1487) on the tomb of Francis II,
Duke of Brittany. Completed 1507. Cathedral
of St. Peter, Nantes.



Challenges
I suspect that modern velvet is a little harder to handle than historical velvet, which would have
been on a cotton or linen ground. Most velvet now is on a poly or nylon ground and has a plastic
memory which makes it hard to shape and hand sew, because it is so springy.

This time I only interlined the satin lining, because I didn't want to weigh down the velvet. Next
time I make this I will probably interline the velvet of the frontlet with organza as well to stiffen it.

I may also experiment with moving the seam closer to the fold at the front edge.


